The Killing Fields of COVID in America

By Cliff Kincaid, President, America’s Survival, Inc.

The release of the China virus from a Chinese military lab, combined with the claim that the Trump-authorized COVID-19 vaccines were more dangerous than the virus, were just what China needed to escape blame for the deaths of millions of people in the world, including more than one million dead Americans. At the same time, there has been a systematic cover-up by the U.S. “Intelligence Community” of the origins of COVID-19.

Incredibly, however, after more than one million dead Americans, I still find references to the COVID virus being “a glorified cold,” even though the common cold does not kill people. Amazingly, the claim often comes from those who concede Communist China is a military threat but insist that the virus which originated in a Chinese military lab is not something to be greatly feared.

Some “conservative” web sites obscured the truth, even insisting the virus did not exist, even while promoting fake “cures” and vitamin supplements. The Red Pill Expo 2021 advertised “one of the most popular and most Internet-banned truth-tellers” and how he would “strike at the roots of the greatest medical hoax of all time” – the China virus. The promo said, “Virus? Virus? WHAT Virus? This Doctor Says There is no Such Thing!” G. Edward Griffin and Josh Sigurdson recorded a video, “There is no virus,” in advance of that popular “conservative” gathering.

For his part, Trump was vaccinated and continues to promote the shots as life-savers.

Journalist and John Birch Society member Alex Newman, one of the Red Expo organizers and speakers, told me, “It is my personal opinion that there is a real virus known as SARS-CoV2, engineered in a Communist Chinese bio-weapons lab in
Wuhan, that was released on the world for strategic purposes. However, with the massive global deception surrounding this whole situation – and the unprecedented censorship we’re seeing – I believe it behooves everyone to listen to alternative points of view before making important decisions that could have life-long ramifications.

But the issue is whether these “alternative points of view” contribute to a rational discussion or whether they are misleading people on a matter of life and death.

Mike Lindell of My Pillow, a supporter of former President Trump, appeared on Stephen K. Bannon’s “War Room: Pandemic” to call the Trump-authorized vaccines “Mark of the Beast stuff,” a reference to the Anti-Christ of the Bible and the “end times.” Bannon is a former Trump adviser who was fired by President Trump.

China insisted that “representatives of the U.S. army could have brought the coronavirus to China.” It was a variation of the Soviet claim during the “Cold War” that the Pentagon manufactured the AIDS virus.

**Holding Biden Accountable**

Key Republicans now say the “Biden Crime Family” was paid off by China and other countries and that the evidence shows that the COVID virus came out of a Chinese lab.

In fact, an estimated 729,858 Americans have died from the disease under Biden, who promised the American people he would “shut down the virus.” The Washington Free Beacon has been running a “Biden COVID Death Tracker” with these up-to-date figures.

Matt Margolis wrote an article, “Guess Who Biden Blames for His Own COVID Failure,” providing the shocking statistics about the death toll under Biden.

“Today, we mark a tragic milestone,” Joe Biden announced on May 12, 2022. “One million American lives lost to COVID-19.”

But most of these deaths happened on Biden’s watch, not Trump’s, Margolis points out.

So why wait for more evidence to impeach President Biden?

The claims that the virus is nothing to be feared and that the Trump vaccines are even more dangerous mean that President Biden is being given his own form of political immunity from the consequences.

**The Killing Fields**

Both sides of the debate over the safety and effectiveness of Trump’s WARP Speed COVID vaccines are missing the point: COVID is a real disease caused by a real virus and it is still killing people.

Senator Ron Johnson of Wisconsin has tried to provide a rational and moderate approach. He just held a roundtable on COVID featuring whistleblowers, medical
experts, and doctors. It was titled “Federal Health Agencies and the COVID Cartel: What Are They Hiding?”

Johnson, however, never doubted the virus is a dangerous one and simply cited evidence that natural immunity from having had COVID is at least as effective as vaccine immunity.

A combination of both natural and vaccine immunity is known as hybrid immunity. It appears to be the best possible defense.

What’s more, Johnson “strongly supported” President Trump’s Operation Warp Speed, to develop a COVID vaccine, and “celebrated its astonishingly rapid success.” His office says that he doesn’t have anything against vaccines, has gotten annual flu shots since the 1970s, and is up-to-date with all other standard vaccinations.

At the same time, he warned of vaccine side effects and declared that “Americans deserve transparency in government and as much information as possible to make their health care decisions.”

The CIA Cover-Up

In the new book, Big Intel, by counterintelligence expert J. Michael Waller, there is a section on how the U.S. Intelligence Community “let China off the hook” for the “destruction and grief wreaked on practically every single person on earth” when it failed to identify the source of the COVID-19 pandemic. “The CIA had effectively died of COVID,” Waller concluded.

Senator Rand Paul and others have documented how the CIA has resisted the conclusions of an internal COVID Discovery Team that COVID-19 originated from a laboratory in Wuhan, China. He says a multi-decade, senior-level, current Agency officer has come forward to Senate and House Committees to blow the whistle on the Agency's cover-up.

Such charges are reminiscent of how the CIA resisted concluding that the Soviet Union was a key sponsor of international terrorism and tried to assassinate Pope John Paul II.

In fact, the Chinese disinformation attacking the U.S. Army as the source of the coronavirus was clearly designed to divert public attention from what has been going on behind-the-scenes in Chinese labs for decades. Ken Alibek’s book Biohazard describes outbreaks of hemorrhagic fever in China in the 1980s that were caused by an accident in a lab “where Chinese scientists were weaponizing viral diseases.”

Alibek, deputy chief of the main Soviet biological weapons laboratory, disclosed in his book that the Soviets tried to cover up a biological weapons disaster at their own Army biological research facility at Sverdlovsk, blaming the deaths on tainted meat.

There used to be a time when the CIA was deployed to safeguard liberty. I once co-hosted the “Crossfire” show on CNN with former CIA official Tom Braden, a
liberal who believed in freedom and worked to prevent a complete Soviet takeover of Europe after World War II. You might say he was a member of the Deep State when it was anti-communist. Those days are no more.

My own book, *The Sword of Revolution and the Communist Apocalypse*, predicted China’s leadership role in the global communist revolution. This has occurred through the release of the China virus and its human and financial costs on the world and the United States in particular.

In his 1968 non-fiction blockbuster, *The Biological Time Bomb*, Gordon Rattray Taylor wrote about the prospect of germ warfare in the context of “undeclared war.” He explained, “In current thinking the best way to wage war is to wage it without your enemy even being aware that it is happening.” He was predicting the use of infectious diseases to cripple a nation.

He was predicting the release of the China virus.

**Conservative Censorship**

The erosion of freedom in vaccine discourse is a real concern. In her statement to the Johnson roundtable, Barbara Loe Fisher of the National Vaccine Information Center described “a systemic campaign aimed at suppressing freedom of thought, speech and conscience and hiding the truth surrounding vaccine risks and failures.”

On the other hand, during the height of the China virus pandemic, many sensational charges lacking evidence were made, including the claim that the vaccine contained a microchip on the road to the Biblical apocalypse and world government ruled by the Anti-Christ.

The latter theory was popularized by Mike Lindell, who used questionable information from a former NSA/CIA contractor that got him into serious legal trouble threatening the viability of his My Pillow company when he made sensational charges of cyber warfare against voting machines in the 2020 presidential election.

Two observers of the Lindell “Cyber Symposium” were on my ASI TV show (since banned by YouTube) commenting on how Lindell’s “absolute proof” of cyber warfare against the elections turned out to be an absolute fiasco. Jeff Nyquist examined the phony charges. Then, Ed Welsch of Chronicles magazine wrote “The Madness of Mike Lindell” and was on my show looking at how the Lindell symposium backfired.
Robert Zeidman, a computer forensics expert, attended the Cyber Symposium in August 2021 and accepted the $5 million “Prove Mike Wrong Challenge.” Lindell offered $5 million to anyone who could show that Lindell’s data, so-called “packet captures” of Internet activity, were not from the 2020 election. Zeidman won the challenge but Lindell refuses to pay.

Lindell has also promoted the New Age-style QAnon movement. To verify this, author Constance Cumbey was on my show, noting that Lindell has written the foreword to the book, Love Joy Trump, which claims that Donald J. Trump is ushering in the Age of Aquarius, a New Age theme.

**Written by “BethAnon,” the book includes references to the earth goddess Gaia, “disclosure,” space ships, “ascension,” a great awakening, and Russian President and former KGB colonel Vladimir Putin being a “kindred” spirit.**

Lindell started a conservative broadcast network and video platform called Frank Speech but his main host, Brannon Howse, has now left to join another network known as PATRIOT.TV. and sponsored by the Conservative Broadcast Media & Journalism (CBMJ) firm. It appears Lindell is in serious financial difficulty.

Dr. Sherri Tenpenny, Doctor of Osteopathic Medicine, appeared on shows hosted by Brannon Howse on Mike Lindell’s network, where she called the vaccines “Satan’s last hurrah.” Tenpenny’s claims led to coverage of people sticking metal things to their skin and insisted it’s because of microchips and/or metals in the vaccine formula.

**This journalist was blacklisted and banned from conservative websites from daring to speak up for the admittedly experimental Trump-authorized vaccines. Many of my columns defending the vaccines were censored by conservative web**
sites or slapped with disclaimers intended to make it seem my views are controversial.

Mike Lindell, Brannon Howse, and Sherri Tenpenny, who said the Trump-authorized vaccines were "Satan's last hurrah" and “genetic modification tools.”

The vaccine critics, such as commentator Alex Berenson, quickly seized on one study supposedly demonstrating the dangers of vaccines but then had to correct and retract his comments. “I apologize,” he said. Like many amateur “experts,” he “misread” a major study.

What cannot be debated is that some Democrat governors ordered COVID patients into nursing homes with devastating consequences.

There is a House Select Subcommittee on the Coronavirus Pandemic that is investigating state health orders that forced senior care facilities to accept thousands of COVID-infected patients being discharged from hospitals. In New York, for example, former Governor Cuomo implemented COVID “must-admit” nursing home policies that resulted in more than 15,000 deaths.

Death Camps in New York

Cuomo was forced out of office over sexual harassment claims, not the COVID deaths. He made a COVID-19 book deal worth over $5 million.

The subcommittee states, “Former Governor Cuomo, along with his counterparts in New Jersey and Pennsylvania, engaged in a cover-up to hide the true, nursing-home mortality rates from the public and shift political blame.”
Rep. Nicole Malliotakis (R-N.Y.) cited a report issued by New York Attorney General Letitia James “which proved that former Governor Cuomo’s Administration undercounted the total number of nursing home deaths by as much as 50%.”

This is the same Letitia James prosecuting Trump for business “fraud” in which there were no victims.

But the victims, the deaths from COVID, were real. And people are still dying.

The Letitia James report, however, went on to say, “Despite these disturbing and potentially unlawful findings, due to recent changes in state law, it remains unclear to what extent facilities or individuals can be held accountable if found to have failed to appropriately protect the residents in their care.”

What is clear is that James could, if she had the will, prosecute those officials who made these decisions that resulted in suffering and death. At this late date, while James has been prosecuting Trump, she failed to sue New York officials over the deaths and cover-up.

Malliotakis points out that the Olson Group was awarded a $4.3 million contract by Governor Kathy Hochul “to investigate the New York’s pandemic response, which, presumably included a formal review of the disastrous nursing home order.” That was on November 2, 2022.

On January 2 of this year, New York State Senator Jim Tedisco commented, “It’s been well-over a year now and there has been total radio silence from the Hochul Administration on the status of her so-called ‘independent’ report on the deaths of 15,000 of our most vulnerable citizens in nursing homes during the pandemic. Where is this report and why hasn’t it been released?”

While Letitia James refused to prosecute New York officials for COVID deaths, families of COVID victims have decided to act.

Peter and Daniel Arbeeny, who describe themselves as “COVID orphans,” have sued New York and other authorities for the death of their father after he contracted the virus at a nursing home. The wrongful death suit also targets Dr. Howard Zucker, who
became the Deputy Director for Global Health at the CDC in the Biden Administration. Zucker, state Health Commissioner under Cuomo, had defended the Cuomo-Hochul nursing home policy.

A public policy group, the Empire Center, had filed a lawsuit against the state Department of Health for refusing to release records of COVID deaths in nursing homes. A judge in the case ruled that the state illegally withheld COVID nursing home death toll figures.

The pattern of behavior in New York was copied by other states. In Pennsylvania, Secretary of Health Dr. Rick (Rachel) Levine sent many old people to their deaths from COVID in nursing homes while saving his/her own mother. Levine, a man who wears lipstick and a dress, became the Assistant Secretary of Health in the Biden Administration.

In March of 2020, as COVID-19 was spreading, I perceived that the virus was China’s revenge on America for President Trump's trade war. I noted, “The virus has the potential impact to cause a major economic recession and sabotage President Trump’s reelection effort.” In retrospect, one can conclude that the Chinese communists released this virus to derail President Trump’s 2020 re-election campaign.

It worked, together with the efforts by various Democratic Party governors to use the virus to justify illegal mail-in voting schemes, even while they were killing old people in nursing homes.

Professor Renato Cristin of Italy said the world should be focused on China’s use of the virus as a weapon and whether free nations could survive it.

Those who continue to dismiss the serious nature of the COVID pandemic are playing into China’s and China Joe’s hands. Sadly, many continue to treat this bioweapon as a cold or flu.

Elements of the “conservative” movement that are cited in this report will forever be tainted by the notion of being resistant to progress on one of the most fundamental issues of our time – how to respond to Chinese aggression in the form of the China virus.
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